MAPS: WHERE WE WERE AND WHERE WE ARE
[I] Clara L. Waterman, FORTIS Information Technologies, Bay Harbor Islands, FL

This presentation for the beginning PC SAS GRAPH user guides the attendee through creating a map of conference participants; locations and the distances they traveled to the conference site. Basic mapping concepts and the use of SAS PC GRAPH to create the maps is covered as well as problems and their fixes. Handouts will include sample maps, code, and a step by step procedure.

Clara Waterman is an Industrial Engineer specializing in Management Information Systems. She has worked at Raytheon(MA), Boeing(WA), University of Washington(Seattle,WA), Aetna(CT), A), Eastern Airlines(FL), John Alden Health(FL). She is currently at FORTIS Information Technologies(FL). She has been using SAS since 1983, specializing in SAS PC GRAPH for the past 10 years, and "mapping" for the last 9. She has seen it proven over and over that a map can provide management with an excellent decision tool.
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